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ECCO Pop-up: 
Behind Every Successful Woman 
is a Fabulous Pair of Shoes

When Ecco Shoes launched a new product line, they targeted busy, urban women who demand quality shoes 
that provide extreme comfort all day, without sacrificing style.

Choosing the right shoes is important. So is choosing the right partner to bring your experience to life. 
In order to showcase the shoes’ unique features and provide a rich, interactive brand experience, Ecco 
needed a partner as versatile as the shoes they were introducing, and Image 4 was the perfect fit.

These Boots Were Made For Walkin’
In Ecco’s exhibit, the shoes were the hero. A large, illuminated wall attracted 
attention and clear boxes display the shoes as a valuable and desired product. 
Benches allowed shoppers to sit and try on the new shoes, and mirrored surfaces 
allowed them to model the new fashions.The centerpiece runway featured four 
different surface textures. Shoppers got to walk on grass, tile, cobblestone, 
and wood to experience the comfort and versatility of the shoes. Every two 
hours, models presented the shoes on both the textured runway and a set of 
stairs, allowing customers to see the shoes at eye-level. During the show, brand 
ambassadors worked with customers to deliver the correct size and desired style 
of shoes for shoppers’ personal experience.Ecco provided a coupon for local 
stores, which drove retail traffic and measured program effectiveness.

Good Shoes Take You To Good Places
Image 4’s design leveraged Ecco’s existing relationships with various malls to 
deploy the exhibit in prime locations. The exhibit traveled to six different malls 
for 2-3 days each.
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Walk a Mile In My Shoes
As visitors cleared the escalator, their eyes fell upon the 
largest The exhibit was designed to meet differing lines 
of sight, aesthetic demands, and load-in restrictions. The 
components were sized to allow 2 persons to load and 
set-up the experience. 

The Right Shoe Can Make Everything 
Different
So can the right social media campaign. In a time when 
online shopping is more popular than ever, Ecco needed 
to attract customers to each event to effectively showcase 
their newest product. Ecco’s own marketing staff and brand 
ambassadors engaged in a pre-event social media campaign.

If You’re Going to Kick Ass, You Need 
Kickass Shoes
Ecco’s senior management was extremely pleased 
with the event, repeating and expanding the 
program the following year with a larger display 
and four additional locations.


